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If you can name ten advertisers that advertise in the “Exponent” °
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of G. A. Sigritz mixer.

Contest starts at twelve o’clock noon and lasts until forty prizes
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The instructor next to you may be one of those
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RENEWAL OF FAITH
Somewhere, somehow, a simple bit of homespun philosophy struck our attention. It said,
“There’s so much good in the worst of us, and
so much bad in the best of us, that it hardly
behooves any of us to talk about the rest of
us.” Truly an effectively brief sermon on the
evils of back-biting—but that is not the point
we wish to stress. What commanded our consideration most of all was the first phrase,
“There’s so much good in the worst of us...”
The average person, in his everyday contacts
with his fellowman, hardly realizes just what
extent virtue does lie in the heart of his acquaintances, and sometimes he is inclined to
doubt even the existence of both heart and
virtue in some instances. But, there is one season of the year that acts as a vindication of the
good that does exist in the worst of us. If the
Yuletide does nothing more, it renews more
strongly than ever the faith of a man in men.
It makes a person proud to be a human among
kind humans, if only kind for a brief instant.
Taken individually this spirit is small, yes. But
as a whole, it is immensely heartening. Therein
lies your Christmas cheer.

No. 8

Moreso than ever, it seems that people in
general are recognizing the blessedness of giving. In an ever-increasing number the more
fortunate individuals are becoming materially
solicitous of the welfare of their neighbor.
Lodges, clubs, societies, organizations, all include fellow-welfare in their important functions. Very few are the individuals who are
unwilling to lend a brother a helping hand,
either secretly or openly. And all this scattered
magnanimity crystallizes and comes to a head

with the Yule season. Adopt-a-Family drive,
Community Chest activities, Salvation Army
pots, individual and group Christmas-basket
campaigns, grow in magnitude with each successive year. How can one’s faith in humankind
do aught but expand under such manifestations
of generosity of spirit?
And, as usual, our own campus circle is
active in the expression of such above-described
sentiments. Every year our high-spirited stu-

dent body assumes the responsibility of providing a happy Christmas for a few of the
needier families in our community, and every
year witnesses a decided increase in fervor and
activity in this cause. This season shall be no
exception. Our co-eds, with their distribution
of Thanksgiving day baskets, have very laudably shown their desire to cooperate to the
fullest extent.

Our male students are eyeing

even a higher goal than last year. It’s going to
be a boom season for everyone.
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Little Joey
® By Beatrice H. Schneble

The spirit of the Yuletide is in this
story and we believe you will like it.

(

* HRISTMAS EVE ... Feathery white

snow flakes, scintilating in the radiance
of street lights and falling in noiseless profusion |
to the ground; only to be trampled and crushed
into a brown slushy mass, beneath the feet of
hurrying throngs, and the swishing tires of
automobiles.

Two large hands were rudely shaking the
boy into consciousness.
“Wake up kid! Come on, wake up!”
Little Joey opened his eyes. In the semidarkness of the hallway, he discerned the
huge form of a man bending over him.
“This here’s the city buildin’ kid, an’ I gotta
be lockin’ up. Ya better make straight fer home,
> 99
er yer folks’ll get to worryin’.
Joey knew that he couldn’t go home, but he
said nothing. Upon reaching the street, he

pulled his cap down over his ears and thrust
his little hands into his coat pockets. Irresolute,
he looked up and down the gay sign-lighted
street. But a nameless something which had
made him wander aimlessly through the streets
the better part of the day, now goaded him on.

As if realizing the futility of his desire, he
turned wearily from the show window. Again
he began his hopeless trudge through the
streets.

Sometime later, Joey neared the stately edifice of St. John’s cathedral. As he reached its
sacred portals, a beautiful woman, elegantly
dressed in black, descended the wide stone
steps. Catching a glimpse of her lovely face,
the child saw that she had been crying. The
lady made her way to a large sedan at the curb,
before which a chauffeur stood respectfully
at attention.
Just as the big car glided away, a keen blast
of wind sent the snow flakes scurrying and

penetrating Joey’s meager clothing, and stinging his trembling little body. Instinctively, he
sought shelter inside the cathedral. The vestibule was dark and he became frightened, but
the warm air quickly reassured him.

Intrigued by the idea of what lay beyond the
two black doors directly in front of him, the
boy went up to them and pressed his small
body against them. Instantly, the doors swung
inward and Joey found himself in the vast
interior of the cathedral.
Though dimly lighted, its magnificent beauty

greatly impressed the child and he began to
walk down the wide center aisle. A faint

Unmindful of the slushy snow, he renewed
his treck, up one street, down another. At the

memory began to stir within him. A long time
ago it seemed to him, his mother would dress

intersections, he dodged traffic as best he could,
while on the sidewalks, he kept close to the

him in his Sunday best and take him to a place
like this.

buildings. Thus he avoided colliding with last
minute shoppers too intent upon their own
affairs to notice a little child alone and un-

When Joey reached the bottom step of the
communion rail, he hesitated a second, then he

wanted on this Night of Nights.

started walking along its edge. Erected in front

Attracted by the

display of ginger-bread

santa clauses in a bakery shop window, Joey
stopped and pressed his small face flat against
the cold pane. For a brief second, the delicious
odor of freshly baked goods permeated the air

of the Blessed Virgin’s altar, was a replica of
the stable of Bethlehem, filled with life-sized
figures.
Timidly, he ascended the three marble
steps. Then he stood as if transfixed before the

as a prospective customer entered the shop.

colorful sight. His eyes, wide with delight,

Joey’s nostrils quivered and he breathed in
deeply. But his gratification was short lived,
for a gnawing feeling arose in the pit of his
stomach. He had eaten nothing that day.

wandered from Babe to statue, from statue to
animal. But always, they came back to rest
upon the serene features of the Virgin kneeling
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beside the crib.

Somehow, Joey knew that the beautiful lady
was the Baby’s mother and an intense longing
for his own mother began to assail him. Vividly,
he conjured in his mind a picture of her as he
had last seen her. She was sleeping in a pretty
white box, and the dress she had on was the
same color of the Lady’s cloak. Then some men
came and took her away. He hadn’t seen her
since.
While these thoughts were transpiring in his
mind, Joey kept his eyes fastened upon the face
of the Virgin. Suddenly, she raised her down-

cast eyes. As if recognizing him, her lips spread
into a sweet smile and unclasping her prayerful hands, she extended them toward him
beckoningly.
“Why! ...It was Mommy... His mommy,

kneeling there in her pretty blue dress.... his
own mommy, smiling and holding her hands
toward him.”
Heretofore, Joey had not been able to under-

stand the urge which had driven him so relentlessly through the streets that day. But now the
realization came to him. It was mommy he

wanted and he had found her at last. A few
quick steps and he was cradled in her warm

embrace. There in the comfort of her loving
arms, Joey unburdened his troubled little mind.
“Oh mommy!” ... he sobbed. “I missed you
so much... Right after tha men come and took
you away, me an’ papa got ona train, an’ we
rode for a’ nowful long time, ‘til we come to
this big city .. . We lived in a boardin’ house

an’ I didn’ have nobody ta play with...”
“Papa an’ me lives down by the tracks now
... He had a job oncet, but he ain’t no more...”
“Mommy, you listenin’? . . . I got tha cutest
lil] puppy you ever seen ...I got him in a alley
...1named him Bessie, cause some boys tol’
me he was a girl...”
“Papa ain’t got a job no more... He just
sits an’ drinks somethin’ outta a bottle, most a’
tha time ... That’s why we ain’t been eatin’ so
much here a’ late, mommy... ”

Papa fell down stairs too mommy, and he’s
layin’ aside a’ Bessie, ’n they’re both sleepin’
9

“It got so quiet, I got scared ’n run away...
That’s how I come here mommy ...mom...

mmmy ...”
The venerable archbishop C—————— was
seated in his study. In answer to a knock at the
door, he called:
“Come in!”
The door opened slightly. Albert, the janitor,
edged himself inside and stood twirling his hat
between his nervous fingers.
“You wish to see me Albert?”
“Y-yes y-your G-grace.” In his embarrassment, Albert dropped his hat and in stooping
to pick it up, he succeeded only in kicking it

nearer to the archbishop. The kind old man
retrieved the hat and handed it to the janitor
who stammered his thanks.
“Now, Albert?”
“Y-your G-grace ...I1 j-just come from the
c-cathedral . . . I w-went to s-ee if everything
was O K for the m-midnight mass...” Albert

hesitated, looking askance at the archbishop.
“Yes?” prompted his grace.
“I f-found a little t-tike, no more than f-five
years old. He was s-sleeping at the f-foot of the
V-virgin.” The man braced himself against the
door-jam before continuing.
“IT b-brung him here, your g-grace. Nora,
s-she tucked him in one of the b-beds upstairs
... If y-you’ll be forgiving me, I j-just couldn’t
t-turn the little t-tike out in the cold.”
His recital finished, Albert respectfully lowered his eyes.

The archbishop pushed his swivel chair back
and went over to the man. Then placing his
arm about Albert’s shoulder, he said:

didn’. I kep’ him hid, an’ last night he didn’

“Remember the Savior’s words, Albert?
Whatsoever ye do for the least of these, ye do
it unto me?”
CHRISTMAS MORNING! ... Brilliant shafts
of sunlight streaming through the window,
played about the peaceful features of a sleep-

see me when I snuck Bessie in the house”

ing child. Suddenly, the door opened, and a

“Papa tol’ me to get rid of Bessie, but I

“This mornin’ Bessie was crawlin’ out under
my bed, and papa seen her... He said some
awful bad words an’ grabbed her by the neck

... Bessie hollered sompin’ fierce...”
“ °N ’nen he throwed her down stairs...

heavy-set Irish woman past middle age entered
the room. She tip-toed toward the bed.
“God bless the little darlin’. Shure and he
looks just like an angel a’ layin’ there with his
bright curls falling on the pillow.”
Page five

Norah left the room as silenty as she had
entered it. When Joey awakened, she brought
him a steaming breakfast. Then she gave him

a bath. When he was comfortably enveloped
in her woolen bathrobe, she placed him in a
large arm chair.
“Now thin, young man! . . . Supposin’ ye be
tellin’ me your name and whereabouts ye live.”
At her kindly pursuasion, the boy became
talkative. Later, after Norah had called the
police and Joey’s story had been verified, she

confronted the archbishop with her knowledge.

Mrs. Morton softly interrupted. “Please may
we see him, your grace?”

In answer, the archbishop rang for the housekeeper, and instructed her to bring the child to
his study.
Norah returned a few moments later leading

Joey by the hand. A broad smile was spread
across her honest Irish face. She had begged
some clothes from a friend of hers and had

made the boy quite presentable. His blond
curls, she had twined around her fingers and

they fell in ringlets about his face.
CHRISTMAS NOON ...No evidence of the

Yuletide season pervaded the palatial mansion
of the Mortons in Pine Knoll, the aristocratic

suburb of H
. Mr. and Mrs. Morton
were seated at the dining table. The richly
embroidered cloth served to enhance the exquisite beauty of the silver, crystal and china
which graced the table.

Mrs. Morton knelt down and crushed the
child to her. Joey studied her tear-stained face
and perplexed look came into his eyes. Then
suddenly, he smiled.
“Now I member ya’. You was the lady I seen

comin’ outta the bigh church . . . I went inta
the church too ... my mommy was there, an’

Mrs. Morton sat toying with a piece of turkey
breast. Both she and her husband were strangely silent. Their thoughts were intent upon the
little vacant chair, which until recenly, had
been occupied by the pride and joy of their
lives.
:
Finally, Jim Morton raised his eyes and
looked across the table at his wife.

she had on her pretty blue dress.”’ Joey stopped
and looked up at Norah. His eyes became
doleful.
“Norah says I was only dreamin’, cause my
mommy’s in heaven, an’ my papa’s there too
. an’ Bessie . . . I guess Bessie’s went to
heaven toooo ...” Joey’s voice broke into a
loud wail.

“Evelyn dear, you’ve eaten nothing.” Then
seeing tears well in her eyes, he went over to
her and put his arm about her. Just then a trim
maid appeared in the door-way.

Jim Morton knelt down beside his wife and
took the boy’s small hands into his own large
ones.

“Excuse me please. His grace the archbishop
is on the phone. He wishes to speak to the

your mamma and papa?”

madam.”

The child’s blue eyes gleamed. “An’ would
ya get me a-nother Bessie?” he asked.

“Joey, how would you like to have us for

CHRISTMAS NIGHT... The Mortons were
closeted with the archbishop in his study. The

“It would help to lessen your grief. The child

The venerable archbishop, looking down
upon the drama, was thinking of another Family whom the great and humble had visited
over two thousand years before, in a stable in
Bethlehem. With a sigh of satisfaction, he ex-

has been badly neglected, but I understand he

tended his hands over the three in benediction,

conversation was drawing to a close. His grace
was speaking.

comes of good blood. He’s a likeable little chap.

while his lips moved in a silent prayer of

With the proper supervision . . . and love,
he wt

thanksgiving.
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The Prince of Peace Sighs
@ By Martin J. Hillenbrand

This is a gloomy picture of world affairs
presented to us when peace and good
will should be uppermost in our minds
in the holy season of Christmas. Breathe
a prayer to the Prince of Peace that He
will cure the ills of mankind.

Madrid no longer means the fall of the government; Mussolini, Stalin and Hitler continue
their maneuvering; and the Spanish people continue to die.
More and more apparent is becoming the
split down the national grain. The civil war is

C HRISTMAS is the birthday of the Prince

class war, but most tragic is the possibility that
class war may become international war.

of Peace, but in this year 1936 it does
not promise to be the birth of peace. “Blessed
are the peacemakers,” said Christ, but the

For some years, the late Frank Simond had
insisted that the basic cause of European un-

world today remains deaf; and as armaments
swell, as hate festers, as war looms immanent—
trees, cribs, holly and other symbols of good
will and spirit seem hollow mockery of fact.
Whenever some critics want to emphasize
the inadequacies of modern society, they envision Christ returning to the earth after nine-

rest is economic disparity. The “haves” had too
much and wanted to hang on to what they had,

while the “have nots” had too little and wanted
to get more. Like all simplicist theories, this
explains too much while not explaining enough.
Fascism and communism are more than economic

outgrowths—they

are

ideologies,

ligions, dynamic drives as well.

re-

Nothing is

teen centuries, finding His teachings travestied,

inevitable among men except that they die, but

His principles observed in word only.

it is the next thing to inevitable that European

Such

musings are interesting but always monotonously similar; for if one thing is certain in our

uncertain temporary world, it is that international social and economic certitude has vanished. We simply don’t know what’s coming
tomorrow except that something is coming with
tomorrow which precludes more tomorrows.

The Prince of Peace is today a Prince without

men will die in the vast coming struggle be-

tween the two philosophies. Not that they are
antithetical, for they are not—but in fact rather
closely allied. Both are totalitarian, both are
dictatorial, and both from the economic standpoint are heading toward state capitalism. Yet
so violent is the hate, so blind the diplomatic
policy, so high the barrier of misconception and
suspicion, that fiction rules reality.

a country. He might survey the nations. He

might find individuals still seeking His king-

this:

As an acute correspondent recently remarked to this effect: Fascism and communism
are so much alike that the dictators devote
most of their energy to convincing the herd
how unlike they are. For if one is just another

In Spain the slaughter continues. International situation has piled upon international

aspect of the other—and the people know it—
it will be pretty difficult to maintain war fever
on the plea of defense against an inexorable

dom, still admitting His sovereignty; but as a

whole the picture would show one vast heresy,
which a person may visualize something like

situation so fast that the whole superstructure

of sham agreements totters.

Built upon a

hypocrisy, the International Committee for NonIntervention meeting in London has blindfolded
itself while Italy, Germany and Russia run a

three-cornered race to see which can pour the

enemy. And with the fever gone, internal deficiencies will become legitimate topics for
patriotic discussion again.

Anxiously trying to catch up with her arma-

most guns, tanks and planes into an already
exploded country. Where a month ago, General
Franco was apparently ready for victory har-

ment program ‘“‘Perfidious Albion” continues to
give logicians headaches with a wobbly foreign
policy. No one knows what she is going to do
next, and it is permissible to assume that she

vest; he has found a poor crop. The fall of

doesn’t know herself beyond a general notion
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of stalling for time. Ethiopia was the last straw

for English internationalism; it was a pretty
heavy straw and a pretty weak back to begin
with—and this was one time that bluster beat
bluff.
“Ta Belle France” struggles in a literal mess.
Her right and left hate each other enough to
produce another Spain; only there aren’t
enough rightists to make a stir like Franco.
Labor is one hundred per cent behind the Blum

government; in fact the communist element is
way ahead of it. So the bond with Moscow remains stronger than most observers think,
though most observers have stopped thinking
and now confine themselves to hoping. I should
not be shocked when the test comes to find
Gaul hanging on to the Bear.
Further east, the muddle muddles even more
complicatedly. Balkan dynamite-kegs like Macedonia, Croatia and Hungary stand ready to
blow up, if not from spontaneous combustion
then from the slightest spark drifting from the
west, while the Little Entente, Czecho-Slovakia

in particular, shivers and waits for attempted
dismemberment.

Everywhere trouble and the only gleams of
hope such fantastic clutchings as the “sore-spot

theory” of a New York writer. Europe can’t go
to war, he claims, because there so many places
where she might go to war. Nations won’t declare war on other nations because they don’t
know what other nations will declare war on
them—for some reason or the other. I never
heard of a man not dying because he was so sick
all over that his body couldn’t decide at which
part to die first, yet there may be some truth in
the alignment problem. The trouble is that the
dictators by now own fairly clear ideas of who
will be with them and who against them; and

if the present flurry of treaties, remonstrances
and protests continues their ideas will be very
clear.

That is the picture of “Christendom,” but the
Prince of Peace is ruler of all nations. Once
pagans used to say about Christians, “See how
they. love one another!’”—but that was many
centuries ago. During the last 100 years they
said, ‘‘Christians preach peace but practice

his new alliance with the latter has decided
that as long as Nippon is going to bite, she may
as well bite for him and not at him.
Possessing a stronger fighting power than
most people know, General Kai-shek stalls for
time, though when the time comes the tremendous man-power of China will be prepared to
slaughter as well as to get slaughtered. For
which side no one knows yet, but if Japan keeps
insisting that it is her sovereign right to send

armies any place and any time in China to fight
the communist menace, Stalin may find himself

with an unexpected ally.
We Americans like to hang up the white sheet.
Everybody else may be crazy, nations may be
preparing their own doom—but not us! For
what other European country is sponsoring anything like a Pan-American Conference? What
European county has any sort of neutrality
law? What European country has a president

or dictator who comes out bluntly in a public
address and says, “I hate war!’’ And so on.
All of which of course is true—but only a

half-truth.

To the skeptical outsider other

rhetorical questions come to mind. Hasn’t the
United States the largest navy in the world—

one far larger than anything she needs for a
legitimate defensive purpose? Aren’t the people
of the United States suffering from an overinflated superiority complex which can justify

anything they attempt by some noble catchphrase? Isn’t the government of the United

States at least a partial plutocracy, one which
will go to war as it has in the past to protect
commercial rights and economic privilege? And
so on. There are two shoes, and both fit.
It is easy to become flip in surveying sketch-

ily a world-picture containing such anomalies
and contradictions; but despair is the most logical reaction. That is why Christmas, birthday
of the Prince of Peace, will ring hollow, a
mockery. For as a famous American shouted
in another connection, “The world shouts,
‘Peace! Peace!’—but there is no peace,’’—this

month many will sing, ‘“‘Glory to God on the
highest, and peace on earth to men of good
will,” but there is no peace. The Prince of
Peace exists but not in the hearts of men; and
I can imagine Him saying on His birthday those

war; we don’t preach but we practice peace.”

words he used on a more tragic occasion when

Unfortunately by this time the East has copied
our vices and forgotten our virtues. China and
Japan growl at each other, while Hitler having

the world also had turned against Him and His
teaching, “Father forgive them, for they know
not what they do.’’
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O Muse, Wherefore
Art Thou?
@® By James Martin
Jim did not get the type of brainstorm
that he wanted but he must have got
one of another type to produce this brain
child. We believe you will like it.

Te editor dished me up a nice package of
woe the other day. Wants yours truly to
dash off a Santy Claus fable for the December

number. Uh-huh, just like that. I’ve got a
sneaking hunch that there won’t be any payoff this time. Hitherto my unfailing source of
plots has been some benign, nameless “control”

in the Upper Level. All I had to do was to
arrange the scenery for a seance, produce some
properly eerie lighting effects, compose my
thoughts for mediumistic reception, poise both
forefingers over the typewriter, and wait for
things to happen. But I’m beginning to think
the “control” has gone away for a week-end.
It is 9:45 Saturday night, and since dawn I’ve
been bombarding the Outer Fringe with distress

signals, but not the ghost of a reply has come
back. My Lady Inspiration is a faithless muse.
Instead of going on my weekly visit to the local
beer garden, I’ve sat here waiting to entertain
her, and the vixen stands me up... But never
say die .. . Maybe she just likes to be coaxed.
Well, I might get a brainstorm by means of a
little artificial atmosphere: Jingle bells, jingle
bells, jingle bells, jingle bells, jing—Nope. I
feel as yet no responsive tremor which usually

make a wow ofa story, only I can’t remember
anything about it. I ought to take up automatic
writing.
An IDEA at last! And it’s about time. If I
can find that scrapbook . . It’s got clippings
in chronological order dealing with everything
from the missing link to the extraordinary

rarity of twins among the Japanese. It was here
the other day. If that sister of mine has been
rooting around this bookcase looking for buried
treasure or something, I’ll wring her—. No.
Here it is. What kind of a story? Oh, yes,
Christmas spirit, Scrooge and Tiny Tim. Guess

I’ll start at the top and work down. December,
1936: Here’s sump’in. Headline: Mistletoe and
Holly Date Far Back in Lore. Indeed: Sly Reminder of Love and Kisses—I’ll have to reserve
that for a more romantic moment.
December, 1935: Ah, this would make a nice
juicy plot; might even have international repercussions: Horror of Nazi Jail Bared By American Spy Suspect. Date line: Berlin, Dec. 24.
That sounds Christmassy enough. ‘‘Miss Isobel
Lillian Steele, of Hollywood, her mind still
tortured by nightmares of four months in a
German Nazi prison without trial, arrived at
LeHavre, France, today, the ship’s first port

since it left Hamburg.”’ Might put Santy in the
role of a heroic rescuer. There’s the gal’s picture, too. Good Lord, who’d ever want to rescue
her?

accompanies the delivery of a brainchild. This
irks me sorely. But hold everything, perhaps

1934: Newlyweds Set Adrift by Galapagos

the mechanical method will jar something loose.

It looks like it’s no go. Now, where’s that pipe?
I can see that this situation will require concentration. Ugh! I bet I got a quart of nicotine in
that drag, which is to be expected after having

Queen. That sounds interesting. Even has royalty in it. “The Baroness Eloissa Bosquet de
Wagner.” Fantastic adventure of shipwrecked
honeymooners off the coast of South America,
captured and tortured by self-tsyled island
empress, whose court robe was an abbreviated
costume and whose scepter was a pistol dangling from her waist by a silken cord. The
heroine, a bewitching Castilian beauty, the
former Blanca Rosa Fernandez, daughter of

cleaned the boiler with broomstraws.

You

the Equadorean nitrate king, is cast adrift with

know, I had a dream last night that would

her husband after seeking refuge on the island

If I once get this typewriter in gear, it might
not be able to overcome the inertia and turn
the trick. Let’s see . . . the old stand-by: This
is the time when every good man should come

to the aid of his party. This is the time wh—.
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ruled by the haughty Baroness when their
barque of matrimony sank in a violent equa-

torial gale. Say, here’s material for a play.

There were a lot of choice morsels which the

gang in Art’s Barber Shop was chewing over

As the curtain rises, I’ll have the orchestra

last evening. If I can recall the conversation,
I might stumble on a story germ... It was
Saturday night and Art had his hands full
taking care of the customers. Some of the boys

swing into some throbbing, pulsating chords,

from the car barns were there, a policeman

while the players go through the dramatic

angle: girl dies after days of drifting in an open
boat, her husband goes stark, raving mad from
the heat and lack of water, and in the last
scene is picked up by a steamer, a gibbering

who was going like a big game hunter lost from
his safari. The last fellow had the assemblage
entranced with a story about a PWA workman
who tried to commit suicide the other day.
When they found him, he had a roll big enough
to choke a horse, and was later identified as a
member of the Australian royal family—what
dynasty he didn’t say—but he may have been
a wandering Hottentot prince, and I don’t

maniac ... But this was supposed to be a

think those people believe in Santa Claus...

Christmas yarn?

It’s a quarter to three, and I’ve got a splitting
headache.

Act 1, Scene 1:

climax of the island tragedy.

The Queen,

backed by her semi-piratical ruffians, orders
the lovers into a small boat, compelling them

to put to sea. Think I’ll give it the old horror

It is now exactly 2 a. m. My dear Miss Muse,
I’m disappointed in you. As an oracle you leave

much to be desired.

Oh, nuts, to blazes with this story business!
I’m going to bed.

A CHRISTMAS PRAYER

By Kaye Herold
Eternity on Christmas night
Lends to this earth a Child,
The Prince of Peace at Bethlehem,
O Mary, undefiled.
Dear God, this starry night
How sad that Prince may be

;

To see the plots and wars of earth,
Its man-made misery.
Dear Mother Mary, hush thy Babe
Lest He should see—and cry;

Let Him forget surrounding glooms
In thy lilied lullaby.
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Going Christmas Shopping?
@ By Marijane Spitler

Christmas shopping is a joy for some
and a pain for others. Marijane has discovered a new method for doing the
shopping. Perhaps it will appeal to the
men who do not like to tramp the stores
at this season.

Now comes the great task of deciding what
to buy, but it proves not to be such a task after
all. He just clutches the one article left that

no one else is demanding at the moment. Proudly our hero flourishes it in the air before the

nose of a frantic clerk. This is a mistake. He

A vou the only people on earth who can
find peace during the Christmas shop-

ping season are either far away mortals buried
in the depths of Africa or those rare individuals blessed with an abundance of biblical
good will. Elbows probing into your sides, other

people walking around on your feet and the
sharp corners of other shoppers’ bundles poking you in the eye are not conducive to the best

no sooner raises his prospective purchase than
someone else grabs the coveted object. This is
really too much for any one man to bear. With

an expression plainly indicating just what he
thinks of such people, Mr. Shopper edges his
way out of the mob. Not to be daunted, he
tries again in another store.

This time the fates are with him. With a
glow of inward satisfaction he makes his purchases. It is true that no one will be able to
find out their use, but if the recipients do, they

sentiments in the world regarding your fellow
men.

will not want them anyhow, yet such minor

Just picture an ordinary American setting

details must be overlooked by the experienced
shopper. With a cherubic smile on his face and

forth from home to doa

little shopping in a

a benevolent feeling in his heart, our hero,

cheery Christmas spirit. He encounters his first
difficulty when the street car is crowded with
other shoppers who apparently have none of
the season’s good dispositions. They regard him

laden down with packages of all sizes and

grimly as he attempts to secure a foothold inside the door. During the remainder of the trip
his smile begins to wane a little. Once downtown, getting off of the car proves much easier
than getting on—the rest of the passengers
assist by pushing. Being a peaceful individual,
he is too polite to resist the crowds in the street,
and so he is propelled along into the first store
that the majority of shoppers seem to prefer.

It may not be the shop he wanted, but that is
immaterial; he can buy things just as well here.
After some time spent in vainly trying to attract the attention of a clerk, Mr. Average
Citizen finally decides to be firm. Summoning
what little strength he has left and bracing
his elbows at an angle best designed for utility,

he plows into the nearest jam of people and by

descriptions, steps out of the store. Outside,

mobs of people are rushing about hurriedly.
Mr. Shopper gaily wends his way in and out of
the bustle—his troubles are over. Whoops—
a slippery spot! And down he goes, bundles
and all! With a desperate lunge he tries to
rescue the farthest package, but a French heel

has just bored a hole three inches deep into the
box. Someone has kicked another parcel out

into the street, but he finally manages to salvage the rest. Struggling to his feet he drops

one bundle and then two more in trying to pick
up the first one. There they all go again!
Christmas peace!
The last bit of patience exhausted, he leaves
the whole melee and stalks away. His family
will receive checks for Christmas—nice little
slips of paper that can be written in the safety

of his office.

dint of sheer force, wedges his way up to the

counter. He vaguely hears someone from behind

Well, don’t be discouraged; you may fare

indignantly exclaim, ‘‘Well! I never in all my

better. Here’s wishing you luck in your shopping

Life—.”’

and—a Peaceful Christmas to all!
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Hello Santa!
@ By Dan Hobbs

Here is another genuine treat from our
editor. Last month he was thankful,
this month he wants Santa to bring him
a ten spot. Read this and laugh.

initials in that shiny-topped desk. I guess I
made you mad too whenI busted my balloon in
your face to see if those eyebrows were real,
because when we were leaving I turned around
just in time to catch you trying to drop those hot

cigar ashes down my rompers. That was the
H ELLO Santa:

It’s been a long time since

I last wrote you; plenty of water has
flowed under the bridge and even more and
sundry other liquids over the bridgework. Wie
geht’s heute, mein Freund? I had to bring that

in to show you that I took on some education in

time I told you to bring me an electric train, an
air-gun, a cowboy suit and a toy automobile;
and on Christmas morning I found a picture
book and a mouth-harp under the tree. Say, I
really was mad; I carried an ice-pick around
with me for three weeks, but you must have
left the country.

these last few years. Other than that I’m still

the same little rosy-cheeked cherub you used
to know—I still have a hard time telling which
shoe goes on the right foot, like my eggs sunny-

side up, push my crumbs under the plate, shoot
paper-wads at the street-car conductor, and
read Thomas Aquinas forty-five minutes every
day. And now asI gaze with half-shut eyes
through the hazy-blue smoke which vomits
forth from my pipe (yes, the same little tobacco
boiler that wielded such a queer influence over
you many Yuletides ago) I think of all the

There was one time I never will forget. That
was the year that I broke fourteen windows
with snowballs and I was told that you were
going to bring me a bundle of switches. My
folks really had me scared, because that Xmas
Eve I hid behind the sofa and determinedly
awaited your nocturnal advent (I’m just hitting
my stride now). I had fixed my attention on the

fireplace but you crossed me up and came in
through the back door. But I was ready for you

and certainly wasn’t going to permit you to

happy times we knew and my reminiscences

deposit any shrubbery in my stocking. I bet you

tote me back through the years.

were surprised when I made that dive from the

I remember the first time we met. I was just
a youngster then, still in my waterproofs. You
came over to my little bed and boomed in your
hearty tones, “Hello there, my little man.’”’ You
scared me so bad that I tore three holes in your
coat with my toenails before Mom could drag
you back out of reach. I still carrya little piece
of red flannel between my pedal digits as a
reminder of that encounter, but as yet could
never find any underwear that would match it.
You said something else too—I forget what it
was exactly, but I bet I would have had my

mouth washed out with soap if I repeated it.
I didn’t see you then for a couple of years.
Then my dad took me downtown to tell you
what I wanted for Christmas. We had to wait

in line for about half an hour because a lot of
other little mugs got there ahead of me. I didn’t
mind though; I had quite a bit of fun pulling
the hair out of a toy bulldog and scratching my
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back of the divan, grabbed your beard and
swung my feet pendulum-like for your breadbasket; but you were no more astounded than
I when that white pseudo-cilia came loose from
its moorings and hurled me caboose-first to the
floor. And there you were, a perfect advertisement for Barbasol shaving cream. Well, I’ve

never believed even the newspapers after that
incident.
Well, old friend of the scarlet-hued bloomers,
all of these lovely adventures have been relegated to the dust-covered past. I’ve grown up

since. Old friends have gone and new ones have
taken their places. All I ever get for Christmas
any more are socks, bright yellow ties, handkerchiefs, and garter sets. Nobody understands

my sensitive nature. But I know you still remember me, and with all this holly dangling
around I couldn’t help but think of you and
wonder if you are yet as much my friend as in
days of yore. If you are I know you will listen

to and heed my troubles and problems, which,
by the way, have multiplied with the years.
First of all, I just broke my second oldest
pipe—you know, that one with the curved stem
and the stale cabbage smell. Well, it’s gone
now, and all because some thoughtless person

placed it under the rocker of my favorite old
rocking-chair. Yesterday when I sat down for
a few minutes reading, or rather looking at

pictures, I leaned back to look for my pet

and consequently commenced to hit the high
keys rather regularly. Was it my fault that my
little sister fell out of bed, grandmother swal-

lowed her lower plate, and my hair tonic
tumbled off the shelf and splattered the four
walls and floor, all at the same time? It cer-

tainly wasn’t, but you couldn’t tell my folks
that. I guess it was the hair tonic business that
settled everything, because it took a battery of
two electric fans three days to re-prepare the
room for human habitation.

smoke-bowl and heard the sound of someone
cracking walnuts with their teeth. Since I was

the only one in the roomI finally deduced that
the noise must have been made by something
else. I looked down, and, lo and behold! my
“Aged Bruyere” had becomea lot of little
briars—my old Londoner was no more! All that

marks its final resting place is a little brown
spot on the carpet which will probably proclaim

the aromatic peculiarities of the grieved pipe
for many a day.
As if this catastrophe weren’t sufficient, my
already bowed head has been smittenastill
sturdier blow. I have been authoritatively deprived of my pet mania—yodeling in the
shower. And why? I don’t know—I guess I’m

just a victim of Fate. The other evening while
warbling the Hobo’s Lament I was suddenly
struck by one of my rare bursts of inspiration,

And Kris, here’s the payoff. I’m broke. You
know Christmas is coming and people get sore
if you don’t remember them in some material
way—at least one “people” I know. Please,
Mr. Claus, I’m terribly sorry for the time I
stretched the rope across the door back in ’22,
and for the time I set fire to your beard with
dad’s cigar, and for the cuts, bruises, scratches
and bumps you used to get. Let’s forget all that.
All I need is a ten-spot. Now, you’re not going
to let one little piece of folding money stand
between you and an old friend, are you? Of
course not. I know you’re going to give a bosombuddy a very Merry Christmas and an extreme-

ly Happy New Year (at least until morning).
Sincerely yours,
Skipper.

_ , PEACE
By Ambrose Nakao
‘Peace on earth!” the angels sang,
“Peace!” the stars above, they cried;
Loud and wild the heavens rang,

“Peace—let peace with men abide.”
He is born unto our race,
He is laid upon the straw;
Angels gazed upon his face,
Full of gladness, full of awe.
Jesus, Thou art born today!
Jesus, Thou that givest peace,
Bid, oh, bid the passions’ sway
In mine anguished soul to cease!
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Across the Counter
® Virginia Lehman

Behind the counter of a five-and-ten
is a good place to study human nature.
Read the results of a study made by a
new contributor to the Exponent.

faith in Santa has not yet been shattered,
audibly hope that Santa will not forget them,
and that he will just incidentally remember

the guns at the same time. The older ones
grasp the toys with firm fingers, eye them

carefully, estimate their worth, see that they
work properly, and then bashfully stammer,
T Christmas time every one does shop- A
ping in a rush—that is, of course, every

one except those supercilious old meanies who
always have time to do everything in the “‘wayit-should-be-done’”’ manner weeks before. During last year’s Christmas rush, I had the novel

experience of viewing life from the “innards”
of the toy counter. Just because I wanted to
prove my independence, just because I wanted
to increase my knowledge of people and busi-

ness life, and probably far more, just because I
wanted a new formal, I entered the stately
portals of a local ‘‘five and ten” as a clerk.
’Twas at this spot that I found myself beseiged with new and strange responsibilities.
Now Emily Post and a few more of the “eti-

quetters’” frown down upon such impertinent
questions as asking people their ages or the
state of their spare change. I, however (having
the well-known feminine curiosity), could not
refrain from inquiring into the perplexities of
all (maybe not quite all) of my customers. Not
only did the age proposition bother me, but
the kind of person for whom the toy was

intended.
Always, when presiding at a toy counter,
I again survey the enticing inventions with
eyes as wistful and envious as those of the
grubby youngsters lingering over the toys
there. The faces of these prospective purchasers are not clean, their hands are even less
clean, and their clothes are generally not on

speaking terms with one another. Over in one
corner they spy the guns—popguns, capguns,

“Hey, Miss, how much?” If the “how much”
isn’t too much, the would-be purchaser then
inquires, ““D’ya s’pose ma kid brother Henry’d
likes this—he’s most a year old!’’ The thought

comes to my mind that more than likely someone else in the family much older than Henry
will enjoy that gun. If I demur, and suggest a
brightly colored top or a bouncing rubber ball
be bought for Henry, I am promptly informed
that Henry is not a “‘sissy’”’ and would have no

use, whatsoever, for such a lowly, infantile
article.
Now

here

comes

an

interesting

looking

couple up to our counter. Their dress attracts
a great deal of attention, and I wonder silently
what they can want. The ruddy-faced man with
a long blowing beard wears a shiny black suit,

and a flat pancakish hat firmly drawn on his
head as though he were afraid it would get
away from him. His accompanying spouse is
bedecked in a gray dress, a shawl of somber
hue, and a queer little bonnet perched high
upon the “waterfall’’ of her hair. The couple
finger the guns gingerly, whilst they admonish
me upon the impropriety of giving popguns to

children. Mournfully and dutifully I “yes, yes”
them, and inwardly feel as though I were the
sole instigator of the next World War. I heave
a sigh of relief as they pass on, and an important looking gentleman presents himself.
It
seems that this gentleman has a son—“yes
sirree, the finest, healthiest, cutest, peppiest,
smartest, picture of his mother,’”’ in whom I
too must be deeply interested, for this superb
creature wants a gun. Will I please demonstrate
to this proud papa the function of these guns?

siren-guns, machine-guns, repeaters, big ones,

He doesn’t know it, but there is joy in my

little ones, and just guns. Every body is, in

heart, for showing how things work is a bright

imagination, a future Jesse James, Dick Tracy,

spot in my clerking life—if the article in

or what hero have you,

as he handles this

question does work! After I have shown this

“tinny” deadly piece. Those, whose innocent

customer all of the guns, he stands first on his
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left foot, chews his tongue, and then suddenly

switches to the right foot. Finally he decides to
take them all since he is unable to choose, and
since his son is so very exceptional. (Whoops,

Johnnie walks up to the counter; he walks
around it once, looking carefully at every

his purchase for little Nellie, who in all prob-

article; a second time he walks around, and a
third time—as undecided as ever. Finally having decided to confide his childish troubles to
me, he tells me that his sister, Susie, has seen
a doll in the big department store window, but
“shucks,” he can’t afford that one. Still Susie
is a mighty good sister, and he’d like to get it
for her. You can imagine the doll that has
taken her eye—one with flaxen hair, big blue
eyes, one which walks, and talks—a regular
Parisian doll-beauty. But Johnnie has only five
cents and carfare home to the other side of
town. All day long he has trudged about, vainly
searching for the doll within his means, and yet
one to please little Susie. Even the very smallest

ability will watch Grandpa enjoying his play

is ten cents. So poor little Johnnie, who wears

with froggie.

only the very thinest of sweaters, an old bat-

I ought to get a raise!)

Next I do my best with a noisy old gentleman who wants a mechanical toy for his little
grand-daughter—age, fourteen months. He is

one of the “You know Girlie” type (here I grit
my teeth and smile sweetly)—‘“something to

keep her from crying all of the time.” He too
insists upon making a minute inspection of
everything. A huge green frog with snapping
black eyes, hopping and croaking along the
table, finally attracts his gaze. So he makes

tered skull cap, and almost soleless shoes,

One of the most important customers at
Yuletide is the Sunday School teacher. This is
one sure instance where quantity and not
quality is wanted. So I try my powers of suggestion and attempt to sell a gross or more of

wades home through the show, carefully bearing the ten-cent doll, which is almast as good as
Susie’s ideal—to him.

balls, and tops are the general gifts for Sunday

And the days and the crowds slip by, mingling fleeting pleasures and pathos, interest,
and ennui. There are the cunning and selfish;

are the wild-looking feathered dolls—similar
to those given at Coney Island for successful

tears over toys unobtainable; there are quarrels
over nothing, and endless encounters between

toys. Contrary to my suppositions that whistles,

School scholars, I find that the popular favorites

shots at milk bottles.
Among the customers thronging like so many

flies to a pot of honey, are characters that
one reads and hears about, but rarely actually
sees. Often these individuals are pathetic, and
even more often they are just plain funny.
Picture “la grande dame,” if you please, sweep-

ing in, sniffing, shrugging her shoulders, demanding the attention, due as she thinks, to
one of her station, and then asking for a
nickel’s worth of balloons. Again there comes
the person who gives one’s heart a twist. Little

parents doting and selfless; there are childish

tired shoppers and even more tired clerks.
Finally Christmas eve ends in one long last
rush for last hour bargains. As the late customers scurry out the door, I realize that I have
seen life as never before, and that I have
learned something new. A bigger meaning has
come into the crisp air and the Christmas

wishes which we exchange as we go our sepa-

rate ways. To me there recurs Lowell’s timeproof phrase:
‘Not what we give, but what we share—
For the gift, without the giver is bare.”

QUESTION
By Kaye Herold
O limitless wonder of azure blue
Isn’t there any end to you?

What do you do up there so high
Where even the eagles cannot fly?

Adam, Caesar, Napoleon too
Have lived here under the grace of you.

What are you thinking, wise old sky,
While watching this weary world go by.
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A Tragedy of Cricketdom
®@ By Matthias Newel.

This bit of fantasy was written by a
naturalist who spent half of his long
life teaching in the Marianist schools in
Hawaii. He still loves the animals and
you may see him strolling about the
campus.

At the back end, about a quarter of a mile from
where I lodged, there is a a corner which is still
in a wild jungle. It is here where the crickets
have a regular paradise. It is also here where
the groundhog and the o’possum bid each other
good-night. I made the acquaintance of many

crickets, but in particular with an old grandmother who dominated over all of them. I told
the grandmother what I wanted, namely, that

I ALWAYS liked animal pets and when I was
a novice I kept a mouse in my desk; this, of
course, was not known to any one else. After

some time the little rascal made too free with
my books and was forced to seek education in

some other institution where professor Pussycat was president. I suppose it graduated from
there because I never heard from my pet again.
I have collected and studied insects for the
greater part of my life and I understand their
languages, at least many of them. I have found

out that the bees have about the most expressive language of them all, which is easily understood. They have also a nice written language

but their punctuation marks are rather crude.
The Crystal Palace which was put in readiness
for my pet cricket was a large fish-globe, which
was cracked and could not be used any more
for fish. Had it not been for this there would
be no cricket story.
Four rooms were needed: music-room, sleeping-room, dining-room, and_ reception-room.
Carpenter bees had the contract for building
the rooms. Silk-worms were engaged to weave

the curtains. When completed it was truly a
miniature

Crystal Palace fit for any insect

queen.

if a cricket suited my purpose it would be
trained to sing and it would live in a palace.
I took her to my room and showed her what

had been constructed. She certainly did wonder
and promised to find one that would answer
all purposes, but she begged me to give her a
week’s time. So far so good.
Meanwhile something had to be done. For
one thing, a music-teacher had to be engaged.

In Japan there is a cricket which is noted for
its song and is frequently placed in small cages
and kept in the house. One of our Brothers in
Japan, by special request, sent one through the
air by a secret process which I am forbidden
to divulge. It arrived in fine condition and was

highly pleased with the part assigned to it. Miss
Katydid was engaged as chamber-maid and had
the whole household under her care. All was

now in first class condition, and I was now
more anxious than ever to receive the promised
cricket.

A week later I was awakened one night by a
chirping noise in my room. Turning on the light
I beheld grandmother cricket with the prettiest
one that I ever saw. They had crawled in from

under the door. At once the cricket was pleased

with its future home. At first it was so be-

wildered that it could only stare. Soon, how-

ever, the spell was broken and it began to sing

Woodland fairies furnished the food in large

and dance till almost out of breath. After being

quantities and variety, using acorn cups as receptacles. Knowing full well what crickets like

calmed it was placed in bed by grandmother
cricket who also remained in the castle that
night and returned to cricketdom the next
morning.

there was plenty of delicatessen. It would take
much time to write down the details about all

concerned in this punipuni (Hawaiian) story.
Then the training began and the regular
Now to find the right kind of a cricket. Our

time-table was followed and what a wonderful

property in Hawaii comprises about sixty acres.

voice developed. It was not always work for
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every now and then an outing was taken. A
little coach was constructed which was drawn
by four white pigmy mice. The outing was generally taken to cricketdom where all the
crickets came around and were delighted to see
their companion again. There was then a regular picnic. Sweetie furnished the music and all
danced.

tree in the yard. She was a wise old woman and
examined Sweetie carefully. She did not shake

her head but pronounced it to be diptheria of
the most virulent form, for which there was no

remedy and the little thing had only a few
minutes to live. Hardly had she said this when
the end came. It was heart-rending how all
cried. The chamber-maid and the music teacher

died of grief.
After several weeks training, Sweetie, as we
we took the little creature to the auditorium so

Then came the sad funeral. A pretty casket
was furnished by an undertaker beetle. The

the faculty and the students could enjoy the

hearse was drawn by six pigmy black mice and

singing. This was done several times and the

all the crickets on the premises were in the

audience could not find enough praise for the
singer. After nearly two months of such a happy

old home in jungleland. Parson Praying Mantis

called our pet, had so far made headway that

life we found one morning that Sweetie was
moaning. The sweet little thing was in bed
gasping for breath and was almost choking. I
quickly sent for Doctor Bedbug who kept a
clinic. He did not understand milady and could
only shake his head. Five more of the same
kind of doctors were called, but they could
only shake their heads. Four of them shook
their heads so hard that they came off.

procession which wended its way to Sweetie’s
performed very touching funeral rites. When
the little cricket was lowered in the grave which
had been dug by the mole crickets the old
grandmother cricket also died of grief. Let me

draw a veil over the scene that followed the sad
event.
There were fewer crickets during the following summer from which I conclude that many
died of a broken heart.

Then I called for Grandmother Cockroach
Gypsy, who had her home under a mulberry-

Buy Her One of These
@ By Chrissoula Economides
Here is plenty of advice by one of the
girls about the gifts the young men may
buy for their lady friends. After you
read this article, men, look for the
freshmen’s English literature and read

Chaucer’s Complaint To His Purse.

As we were walking down Main Street the
other night, the thought came to me
quite suddenly that an article was due very
soon for the Christmas edition of the Exponent.
Inspired by a question which my companion
had been asking me for several days, I decided

to write something that should interest all the
men (if any) on the campus. Granting that
there are undoubtedly some men who have
excellent taste in selecting appropriate gifts
for their lady friends, the fact still remains

that there are others who do not have this en-

viable ability. So I took it upon myself to make
a little private investigation and asked several
young ladies what they like to receive as Christmas gifts from gentlemen friends. Responses
were given quite willingly and quickly, I assure

you. May the results of this investigation prove
helpful to some gentleman in a predicament.
First and foremost, it is assumed that every
one understands that only when the relation-

ship between the two parties concerned is
intimate to the point of future permanency may
the gentleman feel free to offer “intimates’’ as

gifts. At least, so Emily Post maintains. Where
the relationship is that of a very dear old friend,

or a “good pal,” the gentleman without a doubt
knows the young lady very well and conse-

quently will have a pretty good idea as to what
she would like. If for some reason he doesn’t,
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he may even ask her since he knows her so
well. That policy, however, does not go over so
well with the girls for the simple reason that
they find no fun in knowing what they are to
receive.

Probably the hardest girl to shop for is the
one whom the young man knows but casually,
but in whom he is sufficiently interested to
wish to remember her and to be remembered
by her. Strange as it may seem, young men,
there are innumerable suggestions for this girl
or girls on your list. For one thing, cosmetics
in any form are acceptable, providing she

knows how to use them. A compact with a
matching lipstick might be just the thing for
her. In buying cosmetics, the young man can
be diplomatic if he is clever enough.
For
example, let us suppose that a particular little
lady is very charming—but she uses dark nail
polish, which, I hear, is distasteful to men. In

this case, the gentleman may present a manicure set excluding all dark polishes and including the very lovely, soft, delicate, more conservative ones.
Just a strategic method of
touching upon a personal matter. If the young
woman is fond of finery, a bit of costume

jewelry or a bottle of imported perfume would
be very appropriate. An evening bag would be

appreciated tremendously by the giver as well
as the receiver. It has been said by some one or
other that men do not enjoy carrying compacts,
combs, hankies, and other feminine accessories,
in their pockets while dancing. However, this
dislike is a very insignificant matter. Then
there are all kinds of novelties and knick-knacks
such as unusual book ends, clocks, and novelty
figures which can do wonders to brighten up a
girl’s study. In the way of wearing apparel, an

initialed scarf or a gaily colored one would be
quite fitting. Then a girl can always use hosiery
—but if you are not sure of the correct size, it
is better to guess a little too small than too
large—just to avoid any possible hard feelings.
Finally, if none of these suggestions appeal to
you, gentlemen, you can always fall back upon
books, initialed linen hankies, flowers, or
candy. These seem to be the old stand-bys

because they always please.
There remains only one thing to be said and
it concerns the shopping for all these gifts. If

you are one of those people who leave everything until the last minute, protect yourself
before venturing into the crowds of others
just like you. Christmas shopping is fun but
also dangerous on the day before; so arm
yourself with shopping tricks before risking it.

Book Reviews
GONE WITH THE WIND
By Margaret Mitchell
Literary critics say that great
the product of a people steeped
How true this is, we Americans,
by the strong arm of tradition,

literature is
in tradition.
unhampered
may testify.

limitation. Her novel moves forward without
the lapses many more experienced authors are
guilty of. An objective study of a hysterical
period of turmoil with just enough of romanticism and realism to satisfy both the realist and
the romanticist, it keeps the reader at a sus-

tained pitch of excitement from beginning to
end. Its excessive length is its only fault.

Yet much of the world’s most beautiful output
has come from periods of reconstruction in the
wake of devastating wars.

The wide scope of Miss Mitchell’s pen is seen
in her development of a theme enveloping love
and hate, selfishness and generosity, cowardice

The dramatic picture of reconstruction in our

and courage. She moves as freely in the realm

own beaten South is as poignant a picture as

of the sordid as in that of the beautiful. Yet

any tradition-inspired tragedy of Old World

her book maintains a pace that is neither fast

I cannot recall any book which at-

nor slow, a pace that gives it a place in the

tempted this same task and I cannot conceive
of any which could better complete it.

origin.

annals of history. It breathes the air of an
historical novel and exudes the flavor of a

Miss Mitchell in her first novel contrives to

social history. Timeless as time when disaster
crosses our paths, swift as time when happy
hours flit by.

keep well in hand a subject which defies
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THEY’RE WEARING COLOR
COLON NN tedVtUe
ee? ITS THE

You’ll Buy

BETTER SHOES
or ee

mATsy 1Y

JOHN B. RODERER
807 Brown Street

eylcs

te itch toa

“Always for the Boys’’

Brown at Wyoming St.

SINKS & NIXON
SUPER SERVICE

BY CAPSON *

WASHING

GREASING

ACCESSORIES
TIRE AND BATTERY
SERVICE
1611 South Brown Street
Phone AD. 0771

YOUNG CLEANERS
& DYERS
1231 Brown Street
FU. 1581
TheVarsityStripe is asparklingcross-piece
on the bowof the bend in yourschool,
fraternity or clubcolors.

The last wordin fashionis to con-

trast subdued fall shades with a touch of lively
color. Gather ‘round, and we'll tell you how
it's done on a hat!

We take authentically styled hats in the accepted deep tone shades. We then liven them
up with the Varsity Stripe, and attain one

Dr. Francis Gaynor, ’15

of the most pleasing color effects ever
conceived.
Wear it around the cam

and you'll

your set offwiththe kecee:shaartock der
in color contrast.

s ia

er

SHAPES

STETSON'S
|¢450
104 South Main St.
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Her characters have the charm and authen-

ticity of Galsworthy’s best, and they move in
scenes as true to history as fiction can be without becoming biography. Scarlett O’Hara,
selfish, beautiful, vain, courageous, and unscrupulous stands out in a book that lives more
fully than any American novel has ever lived.
You read of defeat, negro uprisings, the birth
of the Klan, the rise of carpetbaggers, the
hysteria of war, and the burning of plantations,
yet you remember above all this a character
as strong as the greatest of American literary
figures.

Swept away, gone with the wind, is the
dominance of a class; and in its place is a new

civilization born in a world that moves at a
pace much faster than its predecessor. The
survival of the fittest, the great battle for a
place in the world, finds many who can’t move
with the crowd falling out and drifting into

oblivion. These members of an old civilization
have gone with the wind that swept through
Georgia, while Scarlett O’Hara’s and Rhett

Butler’s and Melanie Hamilton’s stood fast to
set up a newer civilization.
Read “Gone With the Wind” now. Inevitably, you shall read and reread it as another
generation will do also. It’s not a mere best

seller; more than this it is a novel destined to
stand among American greats. It will still
satisfy when the “Scarlet Letter’ and its con-

THE COMING OF THE MONSTER
By Owen Francis Dudley
Entertaining as the book was, and carrying
weight as it did, still I find that it leaves a
bitter taste. It seems to me that the ending was
highly improbable and detracted immensely
from the appealing nature of the whole book.
Altogether, I believe the author failed to drive
home his point, or rather, it was driven home,
but not in a lasting fashion. The book treats of
Communism in a fashion in which we are apt
to tell fairy stories to children, tales in which
all the villians are killed or reformed, and the

hero and heroine are rewarded so that they
may “live happily ever after.” It just isn’t
logical to deal with Communism in this idealistic fashion.
It’s a recognized fact that the Red influence
is growing, even here in our own country, by
leaps and bounds, and we can’t hope that it
can be eradicated by the death or reformation

of one or two of the parties. Father Dudley
seems to think that because one man is converted, another killed, and a monk proceeds to
lecture and tear up indecent literature, that
the Red sea can be held back—that like Ali
Baba, he can say “Close, sesame!’”’ and this

calamity avoided. It isn’t probable, in fact, isn’t
even sensible to think this way. We don’t want
Communism, but every one of us will have to
fight it, and not be expecting miracles to stem
the tide for us. If the conservative, slow-thinking English have been so completely taken in,
it is more than we can hope for to expect that

temporaries have been lost in their dotage.
More than this I cannot say—it lives.
—GENE MAY.

the rising influence can be so calmly controlled

BRAIN TWISTERS

that he or she has a keen mind that will more
riddles of all sorts have given him. The solving

By Bob Stoecklein

readily perceive errors and untangle perplexing labryinths. It likewise develops perspicacity

Since the time of Socrates men have developed keen interest in solving riddles and

and acumen, especially in regard to details,

among impulsive, progressive Americans. On
the whole, I think the book falls short of its
real purpose — to show the dangers of
Communism.
—HELEN SCHWELLER.

which is necessary for success.

problems. Some have branched out into the

scientific world, delving into the secrets of
chemistry and physics and as a result many
new discoveries and inventions were uncovered.

During the past year I have become quite
interested in riddles and have made a collection

of them. Some of the more interesting I am

Always has man delighted in the mental gym-

going to pass along to you. Test your mental

nastics that catchy phrases, brain-teasers and

powers on the following puzzles:

of simple conundrums causes one to believe
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Hi, CHUBBINS —
WHAT'S CHARLES
LOOKING SO
GLUM ABOUT?)

OH, HES KINDA

PEEVISH BECAUSE
HE LOST HIS OLD
PIPE AND HAD
TO BUY A NEW ONE

PRINCE ALBERT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF=
Prince Albert is as tasty and mellow as Nature and man, both
working together, can make it.
The tobaccos in P. A. are among
thechoicest grown—expertlycured,
carefully matured. As the crowning touch, every leaf is processed

to take out “bite.” Then, cut the
scientific way—“crimp cut.” It’s
bound to be mellow, tasty, slow-

burning tobacco that suits steady
pipe smokers to a T. Prince Albert
is great tobacco for roll-your-own
cigarettes too.
Oe

PRINCE ALBERT MUST PLEASE YOU
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it
the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the

pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and we will refund full purchase price,
pluspostage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.

PRIN GE ALBERT fender

IX!
tigi
Li
Nang
ance) Te Learoel
fi

50 pipefuls of
fragrant tobacco in every
2-nz. tin of Prince Albert

1. A farmer, during the course of the day
visited three fairs. It cost him one horse to get
in and one horse to get out of each fair. Whilein
each fair he sold one half of all the horses he
had and when he reached home he had only
one horse left. How many horses did he start
out with?
2. If you found that easy, try this one. A new
Cadillac is speeding down the highway. Over
a two-mile stretch the owner endeavors to average sixty miles per hour, but he travels only
thirty miles an hour for the first mile. How
fast must he travel the second mile to average

sixty miles per hour for the two miles?
3. Did the last one stir the gray matter?
Here is an easy one you can spring on your
friends. If you take more than two minutes you
are below par. Name six coins that total $1.15,
but with these six coins you are unable to
change a dollar, a half dollar, a quarter, a dime
or a nickel. What are the coins? Quick!

home. When he reached home Mr. White found
he had saved twenty minutes by walking. How
long had Mr. White been walking when the

chauffeur picked him up?
ANSWERS
1. Twenty-nine. Work the problem backwards. The horse he had left when he reached
home plus the horse he paid to get out of the
third fair is half the number he sold while in
the third fair. So he had four horses while in
the third fair. Then add the one he paid to get
in the third fair with to the one he paid to get
out of the second fair with and we have six
horses. This is one half of what he sold while
in the second fair, so he had twelve at this point.
Now add the one he paid to get in plus the one
he paid to get out of the first fair and we have
fourteen. This is one half of what he sold in the
first fair, so he had twenty-eight at this point.
Finally add the horse he paid to get into the
first fair with and we have the answer—
twenty-nine.

4. Some time ago Mr. X went to Zion City
to visit a friend. At this time smoking, drinking

and chewing were prohibited. X took a goodly
supply of cigarettes with him, but as always
happens his supply ran out. He searched the
house from stem to stern but could not find
any. He remembered there were some cigarette
butts in the ash trays about the house so he
conceived the bright idea of using the tobacco
in these to make a few more cigarettes. He
gathered all the butts he could find, thirty-six
in all. He found that by taking the tobacco from
six butts he could make one whole cigarette.
How many whole cigarettes could he make
from the thirty-six butts?

2. It can’t be done. He would have to travel
the second mile in nothing flat. It takes two
minutes to travel two miles at sixty miles per
hour, but he has used his two minutes in traveling one mile at thirty miles per hour.
3. Half a dollar, a quarter and four dimes.
4. Mr. X would be able to make seven whole
cigarettes. He could make six cigarettes from
the thirty-six butts, and he could make another
from the six butts he would get from these six
cigarettes.

5. Mr. White had been walking for fifty min5. Here is a tough one, so think hard. If you
get this one in a short time your acumen grade
is a A plus. Mr. White, a business man in New
York, always arrived at the subway station
from the office at 5 o’clock, and his chauffeur
always arrived at the station at 5 o’clock and
drove Mr. White home. One day Mr. White

utes. Here’s how. The time saved by walking
was twenty minutes. This time was likewise the
time it would take the chauffeur to travel from
the point, where he picked up Mr. White, to the
station and back to that point. Therefore the
chauffeur was still a ten-minutes drive from
the station when he met Mr. White. Since he

arrived at the station at four o’clock and know-

always arrived at the station at five o’clock it

ing the chauffeur would not be there, immediately began walking down the road towards
home. Now at the usual time the chauffeur
started out towards the town to meet his passenger, but met him on the road at some point

was ten minutes of five when he met Mr. White.
the latter had been walking since four o’clock
and was picked up at ten of five hence he had
been walking for fifty minutes.

between the station and home, and drove him
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HUGO A. DEIS

Pipes and Accessories

The Union Trust
Smoke Shop

Distributor of

WOODEN SHOE and BURGER BEERS

25 N. MAIN STREET

117 Clover Street, at Cold Storage

“First With the Latest”

KE 3344

Pipe Mixtures Blended To
Individual Order

KOORS “29”

CHAS. R. BROWN
Optometrist

Always with the Boys

ADams 7562

CARL B. KOORS

%

+

1013 BROWN STREET

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY

Kuenle’s Cut-Rate

DRUGGIST

OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL

Phone FUlton 0143

SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
Filing Supplies and Desk Lamps
340 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Phone FUlton 5371

Cor. Jefferson and Warren Sts.

}

DAYTON, OHIO

Established 1878

Incorporated 1900

Beigel Jewelers, Inc.

THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY

MARTIN BEIGEL

SANDUSKY, OHIO

Class of ’35

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle

18 S. Main at Market

A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America.

FUlton 8791
~~

Sold Everywhere.

Dayton’s Premier Brews

NICK THOMAS
Preferred BEERS

LONDON BOBBY ALE
+
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FRANK RIEGER

JOSEPH P. ENGLER
FRANK C. SCHULZE

The Dayton Monument Co.
Household

Office:
Works:

Refrigerators

1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)
Alberta Street at Penn. Railroad

Office Phone: FUlton 1362

DAYTON, OHIO

Commercial

%

Refrigeration

HEmlock 2741

Equipment

Night Phone: FUlton 9423

WEILER WELDING COMPANY

Air Conditioning

METAL FABRICATORS of
Dies, Jigs, Fixtures, Gages, Special Machinery
and Equipment

Water Coolers

GENERAL WELDING
—PORTABLE OUTFITS

Ice Cream Cabinets

318 E. SECOND ST.

DAYTON, OHIO

ele
o

Products of

GENERAL MOTORS
eke.
a

The Drink of Good Fellowship ...
Good Health . . Good Cheer...

+

DRAUGHTrn

Hollenkamp’s
Beer
AND

Dark Cream Ale

3
Olt’s

Superba
Beer
Made in Dayton

ae

Sa

RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE
BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that
found favor with the experts in the days
gone by.
Brewed by modern methods, properly
and fully aged, giving OLT’S SUPERBA
BEER an even better tang and zest.
THE FAVORITE BEER OF DAYTON

Healthful
Nourishing
Refreshing

OLT BROS. BREWING CO.
20-22 N. McGee St.

Dayton, Ohio
+

SODAS

The

In All Assorted Flavors

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.

HOLLENKAMP

PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.

PRODUCTS CO.
FUlton 3422

Packing House and Office

235 S. Irwin Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Government Inspection Est. No. 520
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THE DAYTON
STENCIL WORKS CO.
Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
113 E. SECOND ST.
Phone ADans 1432

Daytor, O.

THE

John T. Barlow Co.
WHOLESALE

DRY GOODS
AND NOTIONS

“Why don’t you speak
for yourself, JOHN?”

Third and Sears Streets
DAYTON, OHIO

@ Miles Standish was a strong and
silent man---but Priscilla preferred John

Alden. So take a tip from this old
legend and keep talking. If she’s in
another town, phone her often.
It costs little. Lowest long distance rates,

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

which start at 7:00 o’clock each eve-

Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

ning, also are in effect all day Sunday.

+

+

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.

© 1936, LiGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

